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ABSTRACT 
 

In nanofabrication and nanoanalysis, focused ion beam 

– scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM) systems are 

used for patterning tasks which demand accurate 

dimensional control.  Verifying and correcting for 

patterning accuracy during the FIB milling process in an 

automated fashion has previously not been possible.  Here, 

a dedicated lithography platform on a commercially 

available FIB-SEM system controls the critical dimension 

during a FIB milling process.  This is achieved by 

controlling FIB-SEM system’s stage, the ion optics, and the 

electron optics through a single software interface.  The 

pattern generator and software suite provides for 

independent alignments for each column, beam drift and 

stage offset corrections, dimensional metrology, and 

feedback. SEM-based metrology provides closed-loop 

feedback during the FIB milling process.  In an automated 

fashion, SEM-based metrology feedback to the FIB milling 

process achieves a final size accuracy of better than 0.2%. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

In today’s research and development laboratories, 

electron beam and ion beam based technologies are 

regarded as a “must have” for analytical and 

nanofabrication purposes. Providing nanopatterning 

resolution in the 10 nm regime and below, these techniques 

are cost effective and flexible and are therefore well suited 

for nanoresearch.  

When microscopy companies began delivering FIB-

SEM systems, the nanoresearch community immediately 

sought more sophisticated nanopatterning solutions than 

were inherently available in the FIB-SEM systems.  And so, 

a large portion of FIB-SEM systems in service today have 

3rd party nanopatterning solutions, such as the Raith 

ELPHY MultiBeam.  The use of FIB-SEM instruments for 

focused ion beam lithography (IBL) is thus becoming more 

common.   

IBL offers nanolithography process channels that are 

complimentary to those of electron beam lithography 

(EBL). IBL allows for resistless nanofabrication, thereby 

reducing process complexity for rapid prototyping and 

making possible the direct writing of, and on, 3D structures. 

IBL is therefore enabling a growing range of unique 

applications and is an active area for instrumentation 

development [1][2][3]. 

The physical interactions underlying IBL include 

sputtering and redeposition effects. Sputtering, the key 

mechanism for focused ion beam milling, is a complex 

process that depends on several factors, such as crystal 

orientation, surface topography, surface diffusion, ion 

implantation, and the stoichiometry of the solid. 

Redeposition is a less desirable mechanism that is 

ubiquitous in focused ion beam milling and has a similar 

complexity as sputtering. These physical complexities call 

for flexible FIB beam deflection strategies.  Figure 1 

illustrates the various beam deflection strategies, called 

FLEXposure modes, available in the ELPHY MultiBeam.   

 

 
 

Figure 1: The various beam deflection strategies, called 

FLEXposure modes, available in the ELPHY MultiBeam. 

 

In the ELPHY MultiBeam’s GDSII Editor, one can 

design precisely how the beam is to fill in a pattern by 

selecting specific FLEXposure parameters:  direction, 

angle, step size,  number of loops, dose, wait times, etc. 

Figure 2 is an example of how different FLEXposure 

parameters can result in dramatically different results for a 

given milling process.  All squares in a row have the same 

dose.  Dose increases from top row to bottom row.  The 

first column shows the result of a concentric outward, 

single pass FLEXposure mode.  The second column is 
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concentric outward, multi pass.  The third column is 

concentric inward, single pass.  The fourth column is 

concentric inward, multi pass.   

Even given flexible FIB beam deflection strategies, it is 

still very difficult to predict the final milling result. 

Therefore, a SEM-based metrology closed-loop control 

mechanism during the FIB milling job can help to correct 

for these unpredictable effects in an “on the fly” manner.  

In addition to more accurate resulting dimensions, the total 

process time can be reduced by eliminating the human 

intervention required for iterative size optimization and 

beam drift correction cycles. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: FIB milling of 1 m x 1 m squares in SiC using 

the ionLiNE ion beam lithography system, illustrating the 

results using different FLEXposure parameters.  

 

 

2 EXPERIMENT 
 

We demonstrate a fully automated nanofabrication 

sequence: FIB milling process using SEM-based 

dimensional metrology feedback in closed-loop manner. A 

Raith ELPHY MultiBeam nanolithography system controls 

the tilting stage, the FIB, and the SEM of a commercially 

available FIB-SEM instrument. The task is to ion beam mill 

a square of 5 µm size. The pattern GDSII design shown in 

Figure 3 consists of a 5 µm square and an adjacent 

alignment/reference mark located within the FIB-SEM field 

of view. 

Initial set up consists of establishing the eucentric point 

on the sample and then tilting the stage towards each 

column to perform an alignment sequence within the Raith 

software application to determine initial offset 

compensation. The parameters are then saved for later 

recall. The remaining steps are set up and saved as a single 

batch run allowing the remaining process to proceed 

without user intervention. 

The square is milled to an intermediate depth, then the 

reference mark of the pattern is milled. The stage then tilts 

towards the SEM column.  Next, a mark registration 

algorithm is performed using the reference mark to correct 

for any offset.  A SEM metrology scan then measures the 

dimensions of the intermediate milled square, whereby the 

software automatically locates and calculates the distance 

between the edges.  The SEM metrology scan in Figure 4 

shows the square at 4.894 m at this point in the milling 

process. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: GDSII design of 5 m square and 1 m reference 

mark, both located within the FIB-SEM field of view.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: The SEM metrology scan of the square milled to 

an intermediate depth.  The width of the square is measured 

to be 4.894 m.  

 

Comparing the 4.894 m to the target of 5.000 m, 

scale correction factors are calculated and applied to the 

focused ion beam defection parameters. The sample then 

tilts back toward the FIB column. Next, automated mark 

registration corrects for any offset caused by tilting the 

stage.  The square is then milled to its final depth. 

The sample is tilted back toward the SEM and a mark 

registration is initiated to compensate for offset. A SEM 

4.894 m 4.894 m 
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metrology scan is performed, resulting in 5.012 m for the 

measurement of the width of the final square (see Figure 5).  

Thus, the process achieves a dimension within 0.2% of the 

target width of the square. 

 

 

 

  
 

Figure 4: The SEM metrology scan of the square milled to 

an intermediate depth.  The width of the square is measured 

to be 4.894 m.  

 

3 CONCLUSION 
 

A square milled to within 0.2% of the desired width of 5 

m was demonstrated using a fully automated FIB milling 

process with closed loop SEM metrology feedback.  The 

ELPHY MultiBeam is a dedicated lithography hardware 

and software package that is ideally suited for FIB-SEM 

instruments. Alignment routines, flexible control of the 

deflection for both ion and electron columns, and stage 

control, are all easily handled within the software suite.  

The easy to use, drag-and-drop nature of the user interface 

makes it possible to sequence many steps together to create 

a wide range of complicated IBL processes, allowing for a 

fully automated FIB milling process with closed loop SEM 

metrology feedback to be herein reported for the first time.   
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